Grand challenges and global solutions: where does injury prevention fit in?

Roderick J McClure

While the burden of injury is large, injury does not feature on most people’s list of global grand challenges—climate change, equity, ageing, racism, human rights, poverty, COVID-19. Each person’s ‘grand challenge list’ is different. What is yours? Does injury feature?

As an injury prevention researcher, how do I make sense of a list of global grand challenges that does not include injury? As a practitioner, how can I achieve influence in a world that does not recognise injury as an important problem?

There has been a tendency to explain the importance of injury prevention by fragmenting the overall problem into its components (road safety, falls, drowning, etc) before developing countermeasures to address the burden. Rather than distinguishing a fragment of the injury problem and then working to address it, would we not achieve a greater reduction in injury, if instead, we worked on poverty, human rights, racism, equity and climate change—from an injury prevention perspective? To what extent does our traditional focus on injury prevention help our communities. Injury too is a product of societal function.

Could we envisage an approach to injury prevention that harnessed the collective will of nations to collaborate on efforts to minimise harm caused by the way we organise our societies? Think about your list of top 10 global grand challenges. What is the nature and extent of the injury problem involved in each? How are the risk factors for injury distributed across the various elements and relationships entailed in your chosen issues? What are the challenging solutions that can be implemented and what reduction in injury will result? Most importantly, perhaps, how can we apply what we know about injury prevention to help our global community develop solutions to address well-being outcomes across the full range of human concerns.

Here is a specific challenge to readers of Injury Prevention. I invite you to frame a submission to the journal that advances the science of injury prevention in relation to the grand challenge theme. Authors are encouraged to seek formative guidance from the editor as to the scope and suitability of their proposed submission, thence follow usual online submission processes for their chosen manuscript category.
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